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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets closed in negative territory yesterday, amid growing fears over a second wave of 

Covid-19 infections. Carnival plunged 10.2%, after announcing that it was extending the 

operational pause of its cruises in North America until the end of September due to the 

coronavirus outbreak. International Consolidated Airlines Group declined 4.6%, following 

reports that the company is planning to raise up to £1.5 billion of cash. Glencore dropped 

3.4%, after the miner revealed that it was facing a Swiss probe over alleged corruption in the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. JD Sports Fashion fell 2.5%, after confirming that it had filed 

a notice of intention to appoint administrators for its camping unit, Go Outdoors. On the 

flipside, Capita climbed 13.2%, after the outsourcing company announced its plans to sell its 

education software business. The FTSE 100 declined 0.8%, to close at 6,244.6, while the 

FTSE 250 fell 0.6%, to end at 17,573.4.   

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed higher yesterday, lifted by gains in technology and financial sector stocks. 

Virgin Galactic Holdings surged 15.9%, after signing a deal with NASA to train astronauts for 

trips to the International Space Station by developing a private orbital astronaut readiness 

program. Gap jumped 8.3%, following a rating upgrade on the stock to ‘Overweight’ from 

‘Underweight’. Apple advanced 2.6%, after a top broker raised its price target on the stock to 

$400.0 from $335.0. TripAdvisor rose 0.1%. The travel site forecasted a significant drop in its 

revenue for the second quarter, due to the Covid-19 pandemic. On the contrary, American 

Airlines Group declined 6.8%, after announcing its plans to secure $3.5 billion in new 

financing to improve its liquidity during the coronavirus crisis. The S&P 500 gained 0.6%, to 

settle at 3,117.9. The DJIA rose 0.6%, to settle at 26,025.0, while the NASDAQ added 1.1%, 

to close at 10,056.5.   

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished lower yesterday, as a surge in coronavirus cases across the 

globe raised concerns over economic recovery. Wirecard sank 46.0%, after the payments 

company announced that the €1.9 billion of cash missing on its balance sheet probably does 

not exist. Deutsche Lufthansa dropped 3.7%, following reports that the company’s top 

shareholder, Heinz Hermann Thiele, might vote against a bailout package at the meeting this 

week. Novartis fell 1.8%, after the drugmaker halted its trial of malaria drug 

hydroxychloroquine against Covid-19 due to a lack of participants. On the flipside, Mediawan 

skyrocketed 41.4%, following the acquisition of Lagardere Studios valued at around €100.0 

million. Daimler rose 1.1%, despite reports that the carmaker plans to cut an additional 

10,000 jobs through 2025. The FTSEurofirst 300 index slipped 0.8%, to settle at 1,414.7. The 

German DAX Xetra fell 0.5%, to settle at 12,263.0, while the French CAC-40 shed 0.6%, to 

close at 4,948.7.   

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading higher this morning. In Japan, Toho Zinc and Dai Nippon Printing 

have advanced 2.8% and 3.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, JFE Holdings and Japan Steel 

Works have fallen 0.4% and 0.7%, respectively. In Hong Kong, MTR and Shenzhou 

International Group Holdings have added 1.4% and 1.6%, respectively. Meanwhile, Country 

Garden Holdings and China Mengniu Dairy have dropped 0.5% and 0.7%, respectively. In 

South Korea, GMB Korea and Hyosung Heavy Industries have climbed 7.5% and 9.8%, 

respectively. Meanwhile, Yuyu Pharma and SK Securities have declined 4.9% and 5.8%, 

respectively. The Nikkei 225 index is trading 0.8% higher at 22,621.8. The Hang Seng index 

is trading 1.0% up at 24,744.9, while the Kospi index is trading 0.5% higher at 2,137.5.   
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

 Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

 Cranswick Plc Final GBP 1.53                          1,654.80                                  

 Scapa Group Plc  Final GBP 0.14                          314.40                                     

 Naked Wines Plc Final GBP (0.02)                        204.00                                     

 Gear4Music Holdings Plc  Final GBP 0.07                          121.00                                     

 Velocity Composites Plc Interim GBP (0.01)                        24.20                                        

 Trackwise Designs Plc  Final GBP 0.02                          4.32                                          

 James Cropper Plc Final GBP - -

 Caspian Sunrise Plc  Final USD - -

 Mothercare Plc Final GBP - -

 Victoria Oil & Gas Plc  Final USD - -

 Tricorn Group Plc Final GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading 0.14% or $0.06 lower at $43.02 per barrel, ahead of the 

American Petroleum Institute’s weekly oil inventory data, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the contract climbed 2.11% 

or $0.89, to settle at $43.08 per barrel. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.4% or $7.10 higher at $1763.80 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract climbed 0.62% 

or $10.80, to settle at $1756.70 per ounce, as weakness in the US Dollar increased demand appeal for the safe haven asset.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, BTC is trading 0.15% lower against the USD 

at $9630.36. Yesterday, BTC advanced 3.54% against the USD 

to close at $9645.06. In a key development, crypto ATM service 

company, LibertyX announced that customers of retailers 

including 7-Eleven, CVS Pharmacy and Rite Aid would be able 

to buy Bitcoin with cash across the US. In another development, 

cryptocurrency exchange, ByBit is now allowing its users to 

exchange over 20 fiat currencies for cryptocurrency.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.09% higher against the USD at $1.1271, ahead of the manufacturing and services PMI data 

across the Euro-zone for June, due in a few hours. Additionally, investors await the US new home sales data for May, along with the 

manufacturing and services PMI data for June, slated to be released later today. Yesterday, the EUR strengthened 0.74% versus the 

USD, to close at $1.1261, after the Euro-zone consumer confidence index improved in June. In other economic news, the US existing 

home sales declined to its lowest level since October 2010 in May. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the GBP is trading marginally higher against the USD at $1.2475, ahead of the UK manufacturing and services 

PMI data for June, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the GBP strengthened 0.96% versus the USD, to close at 

$1.2469.  
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

Euro-zone consumer confidence index rose in June 

In the Euro-zone, the preliminary consumer confidence index rose to a level of -14.70 in June, compared to a reading of -18.80 in the 

previous month. Market anticipations were for the consumer confidence index to rise to a level of -15.00. 

US existing home sales fell in May 

In the US, existing home sales fell 9.70% on a MoM basis in May, compared to a drop of 17.80% in the previous month. Markets were 

expecting existing home sales to record a fall of 18.90%. 

US Chicago Fed national activity index climbed in May 

In the US, the Chicago Fed national activity index advanced to a level of 2.61 in May, compared to a revised reading of -17.89 in the prior 

month. 

Japanese manufacturing PMI fell in June 

In Japan, the flash manufacturing PMI eased to a reading of 37.80 in June, compared to a level of 38.40 in the previous month. 

Japanese services PMI advanced in June 

In Japan, the flash services PMI climbed to a reading of 42.30 in June, compared to a level of 26.50 in the prior month.  

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Food & Drug Retailers 4234.39 122.37 3.0% 3.2% 9.0%

Fixed Line Telecommunications 1479.90 20.13 1.4% 5.1% -37.6%

General Retailers 2072.10 9.46 0.5% 7.5% 0.5%

Mining 17428.29 79.51 0.5% 7.6% -13.8%

Support Services 8894.61 27.29 0.3% 8.9% 3.4%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Oil Equipment & Services 4493.96 -208.07 -4.4% 11.6% -51.9%

Beverages 21961.33 -759.66 -3.3% 0.3% -18.2%

Automobiles & Parts 3227.56 -91.03 -2.7% 20.1% -50.8%

Food Producers 6589.43 -138.66 -2.1% 9.2% -11.7%

Health Care Equipment & Services 6748.87 -136.03 -2.0% -3.1% -12.7%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Audit firms face inquiry over role in LCF 

minibond scandal: Two of Britain’s biggest 

accountancy firms are facing an 

investigation by the industry watchdog over 

their roles in the London Capital & Finance 

minibond scandal. 

Bank’s £200 billion QE staved off 

‘meltdown’: The government would have 

struggled to raise the money to pay for its 

emergency coronavirus response had the 

Bank of England not stepped in with £200 

billion more quantitative easing (QE) in 

March, the Governor has said. 

Wirecard fall puts British fintech unit in 

jeopardy: A worsening accounting scandal 

at Wirecard, the German payments group, 

has prompted questions over the future of 

its British subsidiary, which holds hundreds 

of millions of pounds in customers’ money. 

Cancelled cruises land Saga with £44 

million bill to pay back customers: Saga 

has paid back £44 million to customers 

whose travel plans have been disrupted by 

the pandemic. 

Six weeks for U.K. to seal Japanese 

deal: Tokyo has declared that British and 

Japanese negotiators have little over a 

month to hammer out a free trade 

agreement, forcing both sides to “limit their 

ambitions”. 

Glaxo calls for EU deal to save exports: 

One of Britain’s biggest pharmaceuticals 

companies has urged the government to 

strike a mutual recognition agreement with 

the European Union, citing a report that 

suggests it will reduce the loss of exports 

for the country’s drugs industry by about €2 

billion a year. 

Overseeing stricken Woodford fund was 

part-time role only: The City firm that 

oversees Neil Woodford’s crisis-stricken 

investment fund employs a Chief 

Investment Officer on only a part-time 

basis, The Times has learnt. 

Maduro wants Venezuela’s gold back: 

The Bank of England should hand over 

Venezuela’s gold reserves to President 

Maduro’s government because the U.K. 

“unequivocally recognises” his authority, 

despite claiming his position to be 

illegitimate over vote-rigging claims, the 

High Court was told. 

The Independent 

Pubs welcome prospective reduction in 

two-metre social-distancing rule as ‘a 

phenomenal move’ towards reopening 

sector: Pubs and restaurants have 

welcomed a prospective reduction in the 

two-metre social-distancing rule in England, 

but many concerns remain about the future 

of the industry as a result of the pandemic. 

Bank of England saved Britain from 

effective insolvency, Governor says: The 

Bank of England saved the U.K. from 

effective insolvency in the early stages of 

the coronavirus pandemic, its Governor has 

said. 

As Virgin Atlantic celebrates its 36th 

birthday, the airline unveils its Gatwick 

routes moving to Heathrow: Thirty-six 

years after Virgin Atlantic’s first flight took 

off from Gatwick airport, destination New 

York Newark, the airline has revealed 

details of the routes it is moving from its 

Sussex birthplace to Heathrow. 

Coronavirus: Emergency VAT cut 

should be considered as U.K. emerges 

from pandemic, former Chancellor says: 

The government should consider an 

emergency VAT cut rather than increasing 

taxes as the U.K. emerges from the 

coronavirus pandemic, the Chancellor 

during the 2008 financial crisis has said. 

Financial Times 

ArcelorMittal explores sale of Canadian 

infrastructure assets: ArcelorMittal, one of 

the world’s biggest steelmakers, is 

considering selling a 420km-long railway 

and other infrastructure assets in Canada to 

reduce debts and strengthen its balance 

sheet. 

To Read More Click Here 

Ackman’s ‘blank cheque’ company 

looks to raise up to $6.5 billion: Bill 

Ackman’s “blank cheque” company is 

looking to raise as much as $6.5 billion in a 

share sale, ranking it as one of the largest 

buyout vehicles of its kind. 

To Read More Click Here 

SoftBank executives set to lose profits 

from Wirecard trade: The collapse in 

Wirecard’s share price has wiped out 

hundreds of millions of dollars of paper 

profits for a group of SoftBank executives 

and an Abu Dhabi sovereign wealth fund, 

who earlier stood to gain handsomely from 

an intricate $1 billion bet on the German 

payments company’s stock. 

To Read More Click Here 

Staveley had top Gulf connections, says 

Sheikh Mansour adviser: Amanda 

Staveley’s connections among Gulf royals 

“were at a higher level than any other 

western financier I came across in the 

region”, a close adviser to Abu Dhabi’s 

Sheikh Mansour told the High Court. 

To Read More Click Here 

Brussels refers LSE-Refinitiv deal for full 

antitrust investigation: Brussels has sent 

the London Stock Exchange Group’s 

planned $27 billion takeover of Refinitiv for 

an in-depth antitrust investigation, with 

regulators concerned that a combined 

company could offer its customers 

preferential services for critical data used 

on global markets. 

To Read More Click Here 

Ex-HSBC currencies Chief turns to U.S. 

Supreme Court to appeal conviction: 

Former HSBC currencies trading Chief 

Mark Johnson has asked the U.S. Supreme 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): “Buy” BT; “Hold” John Menzies. 

• Daily Mail: JD Sports's boss sold £13 million of shares as a company the retailer owns teetered on the brink of collapse. 

• The Times: Prologis prepares to dispose of a portfolio of properties with a guide price of more than £435 million. 

• The Times: American Airlines is to raise as much as $3.5 billion as it braces for a slow return to service in the wake of Covid-19. 

Click here to open an account 
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Court to review his criminal conviction for 

wire fraud in a last-gasp attempt to overturn 

his two-year prison sentence and clear his 

name, after his appeal was rejected late 

last year. 

To Read More Click Here 

LSE’s Nikhil Rathi to become FCA’s new 

Chief: The head of the London Stock 

Exchange’s international development 

business was appointed as the new Chief 

Executive of the Financial Conduct 

Authority, to oversee the next stage of the 

U.K.’s regulatory response to the Covid-19 

crisis. 

To Read More Click Here 

Amigo Loans hit by surge in customer 

complaints: Amigo Loans warned that it 

was struggling to deal with a rising tide of 

customer complaints, forcing it to delay its 

full-year results and set aside further cash 

to deal with the backlog. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.K.-based Checkout.com eyes U.S. 

listing after being valued at $5.5 billion: 

Checkout.com is considering a U.S. listing 

after raising new funding that nearly tripled 

the payments start-up’s valuation, making it 

one of the U.K.’s most highly valued private 

tech groups. 

To Read More Click Here 

Auto1 battles with fintech partner: 

German start-up Auto1 faces an escalating 

clash over its struggling fintech partner after 

a probe commissioned by the joint 

venture’s top investor alleged it suffered 

from governance failings, according to 

documents seen by the Financial Times. 

To Read More Click Here 

German generic drugmaker warns 

against EU protectionism: Private equity-

owned German pharmaceutical group 

Stada has attacked “protectionist” moves by 

the EU to shift medicine manufacturing to 

the bloc from Asia and says it will continue 

to source and sell globally. 

To Read More Click Here 

Thai rubber gloves maker set to raise 

$484 million to speed expansion: 

Thailand’s Sri Trang Gloves, which 

describes itself as the world’s third-largest 

manufacturer of rubber gloves, has priced 

an initial public offering to raise nearly $500 

million, capitalising on surging demand for 

its product because of Covid-19.  

To Read More Click Here 

Aston Martin names former JLR 

executive as finance Chief: Aston Martin 

has appointed former Jaguar Land Rover 

executive Kenneth Gregor as its Chief 

Financial Officer, in the first of a number of 

appointments expected by the luxury 

carmaker’s new owner Lawrence Stroll. 

To Read More Click Here 

Mediawan strikes new deals as demand 

spikes for TV shows: Three prominent 

French media investors are accelerating 

their efforts to build a European leader in 

television content production, unveiling two 

new acquisitions and a partnership with a 

KKR-backed studio in Germany. 

To Read More Click Here 

JD Sports moves to appoint 

administrators for Go Outdoors: JD 

Sports has moved to appoint administrators 

for its Go Outdoors chain, putting more than 

2,000 jobs at risk. 

To Read More Click Here 

Apple announces transition away from 

Intel chips: Apple will transition from using 

Intel chips to processors designed in-

house, in a shift that Chief Executive Tim 

Cook called a “historic day for the Mac” 

computer. 

To Read More Click Here 

UKFast taps Booking.com executive as 

new Chief: British technology company 

UKFast has hired a senior manager from 

Booking.com as its new Chief Executive, 

following a Financial 

Times investigation into allegations of 

sexual assault, harassment and 

inappropriate behaviour by former head 

Lawrence Jones. 

To Read More Click Here 

Apple conflict with developers escalates 

ahead of worldwide conference: The 

Worldwide Developers Conference hosted 

by Apple each year is like a rock concert. 

Fans who pay $1,600 a ticket come ready 

to admire the product developments and 

livestream themselves as they wander 

around the packed event. 

To Read More Click Here 

American Airlines seeks $3.5 billion in 

new financing: American Airlines is 

seeking to raise $3.5 billion in new 

financing, including the sale of stock worth 

more than $750 million, to deal with the 

impact of coronavirus lockdowns. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

American Airlines: refuelling stop: Debt 

binge could be seen as irresponsible but 

carrier will only use the cash it needs to 

stay airborne. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lagardère/Vivendi: jeux sans frontières: 

Lagardère’s CEO has seen off one activist, 

but a future battle for control may be on the 

cards. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.K. takeover rules: not for sale: China 

would not be the only one subject to 

Whitehall clearance under new proposals. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

FCA’s new top dog has to prove he is 

more than a Treasury mandarin: It is not 

just policemen who look young to this 

Lombard columnist, but Chancellors and 

regulators, too. Rishi Sunak, Chancellor at 

the age of 40, has just recruited Nikhil 

Rathi, who is also aged 40 but looks 

younger, as Chief Executive of the 

Financial Conduct Authority. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

Andrew Bailey eyes end of money 

printing before interest rate rises: The 

Bank of England will reverse its huge 

money printing operations before hiking 

interest rates when the economy bounces 

back from Covid-19, Andrew Bailey has 

warned financial markets. 

Britons fear looming unemployment 

crisis: Britons are deeply fearful of an 

unemployment crisis despite the economy’s 

reopening as analysts warn that consumer 

caution could hold back the recovery. 

Daily Mail 

Eager investors pile into contractor 

Capita after it confirms it is lining up the 

sale of a lucrative IT arm: Eager investors 

piled into Capita after it confirmed it is lining 

Click here to open an account 
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up the sale of a lucrative IT arm. The 

contractor is preparing to sell education 

software that helps schools do everything 

from recording student attendance and 

managing lunch payments to keeping in 

touch with parents. 

JD Sports's head sold £13 million of 

shares as a company the retailer owns 

teetered on the brink of collapse: JD 

Sports's head sold £13 million of shares as 

a company the retailer owns teetered on 

the brink of collapse. The FTSE 100 sports-

fashion chain confirmed it planned to put its 

subsidiary Go Outdoors into administration, 

putting 2,400 jobs and 67 stores in 

jeopardy. 

Fears mounting over job cuts at Pret a 

Manger after leaked video reveals dire 

sales in lockdown: Fears are mounting 

over job cuts at Pret a Manger after a 

leaked video revealed dire sales in 

lockdown. Staff at the sandwich chain are 

braced for an announcement on the 'jobs 

situation' on July 8 after an online meeting 

involving head Pano Christou. 

The Scottish Herald 

Scotland's largest theme park M&D's 

saved from administration: Scotland's 

largest theme park M&D's has been saved 

from administration. News broke last month 

that the much-loved theme park in 

Strathclyde had gone under following years 

of financial struggle, made worse by the 

impact of the coronavirus pandemic. 

Foreigners invest in Scottish financial 

services: Scotland increased its share of 

financial services foreign direct investment 

(FDI) in 2019 and secured Europe’s largest 

international investment in terms of job 

creation, while project numbers across 

Europe fell, a new report reveals. 

The Scotsman 

Writers quit JK Rowling's literary agency 

over transgender rights: Four authors 

have resigned from JK Rowling's literary 

agency after claiming the company refused 

to publish a statement in support of 

transgender rights. 

East Lothian campervan converter firm 

restarts work ahead of expected 

staycation rush: An employee-owned firm 

in East Lothian has “cautiously” returned to 

the workshop this week to a backlog of 

orders for its luxury, bespoke VW T6 

Transporter campervan conversions – amid 

a potential jump in demand. 

Investors sought to help Edinburgh 

BioQuarter realise £1 billion vision: 

Edinburgh BioQuarter is seeking an 

investment partner as it looks to push 

ahead with ambitious plans for a £1 billion 

transformation to create a “world-leading” 

mixed-use neighbourhood including 

pioneering lab facilities. 

Edinburgh's John Menzies looks to July 

for aviation rebound: John Menzies, the 

Edinburgh-headquartered aviation services 

group, has provided an upbeat outlook 

saying trading in the second quarter was 

ahead of its own expectations despite the 

turbulence caused by the Covid-19 

pandemic. 

Growth spurt for Edinburgh-based 

Scottish Woodlands: Scottish Woodlands, 

the Edinburgh-based forestry business 

majority owned by its employees, has 

banked higher annual sales and profits. 

Edinburgh fund will give a £100 million 

injection into U.K.'s life sciences sector: 

A funding deal involving three Scottish 

universities has been agreed that will inject 

more than £100 million into the U.K.’s life 

sciences sector.   
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